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Abstract—This paper describes a rare-earth-free synchronous
motor where space harmonic power is utilized for field
magnetization instead of permanent magnets for automotive
applications. The stator has a concentrated winding structure,
and the rotor has separate two types of windings, i.e., an
induction coil that retrieves mainly the second space harmonic
and an excitation coil for the field magnetization. The two coils
are connected via a center-tapped full bridge diode rectifying
circuit. The theoretical analysis is conducted, and the mechanical
configuration is discussed. In addition, preliminary experimental
test result is demonstrated from the viewpoint of the principle of
self-excitation.

Therefore, varieties of rare-earth-free motors, particularly
wound-field synchronous motors which replaces magnets with
electromagnets are focused on due to the remarkable rise of
the Nd-Fe-B magnet market price [2][3]. These separateexcited wound-field machines, i.e., the wound-field flux
switching motor has advantage in terms of a robust rotor
structure for high-speed operation. The great merit of the
high-speed operation is to reduce the weight of the machine.
The torque density of these motors is, however, lower than
that of IPMSM because it cannot utilize reluctance torque but
only electromagnet torque which is generated by the DC field
excitation.

Keywords—synchronous motor; self-excitation; wound-field;
space harmonics; induced current; rare-earth-free; electric vehicle.

Recently, the self-excited wound-field synchronous motor
that utilizes the space harmonics for the field magnetization
has been studied in the industries for the automotive traction
application [4]-[15]. The classic self-excitation is roughly
classified into three types. The former has an additional
auxiliary windings on the primary side for space harmonics
generation utilizing self-excitation [4]-[11]. The second
excites the armature windings with time harmonic injection,
habitually [12][13]. The third, however, can eliminate these
auxiliary windings or time harmonic injection, because the
space harmonics for the self-excitation can be obtained by the
concentrated winding structure [14]-[17]. In addition, the
third one has potential to obtain a position of the post IPMSM
by achieving the comparable torque density with the rareearth-free configuration. Because it can utilize the reluctance
torque and the self-excited electromagnet torque without
additional space harmonic excitation windings in the stator
slots. In the past works [14]-[17], however, it cannot
efficiently retrieve the space harmonics power. The authors
already proposed a rare-earth-free motor utilizing effectively
the space harmonics for the field magnetization power [18][20]. This proposed motor is the same self-excitation
principle, but, it can efficiently retrieve the space harmonics
by placing auxiliary poles on the q-axis. Figure 1 shows a
simplified salient pole model of the motor. As can be seen in
the figure, the proposed model in [18]-[20] can improve the
stator-rotor coupling coefficient of the leakage magnetic flux

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, various technical portfolios are considered, e.g.,
low-end hybrid system based on a 12-V idling stop system,
and a high-efficiency power train technology with a high
electrification ratio to achieve zero-emission. Regarding an
electric-machine as an energy conversion device, an Interior
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (IPMSM) is
commonly applied to Hybrid Vehicles (HEVs) and Electric
Vehicles (EVs) because of its high efficiency [1]. Permanent
magnets used for the IPM motor are, however, very expensive
because Nd-Fe-B magnets are generally employed to achieve
higher energy density and to improve fuel efficiency at lowload operation for street use. Moreover, the traction motors
are usually installed on the chassis, where special
countermeasures must be taken from the viewpoints of
environmental and thermal issues. In order to restrain
demagnetization caused by the temperature rise of the
permanent magnets for example, expensive rare-earth metals
such as Dy and Tb must be added to the Nd-Fe-B magnets. A
material technology development, which is intensively placed
Dy and Tb where the demagnetizing point easily, is actively
engaged. However, a global maldistribution problem of the
natural resources such as Dy and Tb is not discussed.
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caused by the saliency are simultaneously delivered in the
proposed motor, but the electromagnet torque generated by the
auxiliary poles and the salient poles on the rotor takes a
significant part of the total toque. Because the reduction of
the induced voltage in the rotor windings of the self-excited
wound-field motor is hard to avoid in the low speed range, the
strong stator-rotor coupling coefficient of the leakage
magnetic flux which generates the electromagnet torque is
significantly important.
The additional torque can be
increased by placing the auxiliary poles on the q-axis, where
the space harmonic magnetic flux can be retrieved effectively.

(a) Benchmark model.
(b) Proposed model.
Fig. 1. Main magnetic path and leakage magnetic path.

In this paper, a theoretical discussion of the proposed
motor is conducted. Second, the mechanical design are
summarized. Proposed motor is designed as a traction motor
for B-segment hybrid electric vehicles. In addition, the
preliminary experimental test result is demonstrated from the
viewpoint of the principle of the self-excitation.
II. CONFIGURATION AND SPECIFICATIONS OF PROPOSED
MOTOR
Figure 2 shows a cross section of the proposed motor
where the wound-field coils are installed to the rotor salient
poles, and the induction coils are placed in spaces between the
rotor salient poles, i.e., rotor slots. Conventional common
motors such as a synchronous reluctance motor (SynRM)
dissipate the space harmonics power caused by the stator with
the concentrated winding structure, whereas the proposed
motor positively takes advantage of the space harmonics
power for the field magnetization. Each of the induction poles
(I-pole) is a special pole exclusively used to generate the
magnetizing power from the second space harmonics. In
addition, it is magnetically independent of the main magnetic
flux path to prevent reduction of the saliency ratio. The Ipoles, i.e., auxiliary poles, are fitted between the salient poles
with wedge form and held from an axial direction using a rotor
winding cover. On the other hand, each excitation pole (Epole) has saliency on the rotor for the field excitation, which
uses the retrieved second harmonic power. In addition, E-pole
can retrieve the d-axis space harmonics. The both coils are
connected via a diode rectifying circuit as shown in Fig. 3.
Specifications of the motor are listed in Table I.

Fig. 2. Cross section of proposed motor.

Fig. 3. Rotor winding connection using full-bridge rectifier.

TABLE I.

SPECIFICATIONS OF MOTOR.

Number of rotor poles

12

Number of stator slots

18

Stator outer diameter

200 mm

Rotor diameter

138.6 mm

Axial length of core

108 mm

Air gap length

0.7 mm

Armature magnetmotive force

1686 ArmsT

Number of I-pole coil-turn

53 T

Number of E-pole coil turn

122 T

Thickness of iron core steel plate

0.30 mm (30DH)

III. THEORETICAL AND SIMULATION ANALYSIS
A. Magnetomotive Force of Concentrated Winding
The magnetomotive force generated by the concentrated
winding structure has the second-order space harmonic on the
fundamental magnetic field. Figure 4(a) shows magnetic flux
density waveforms in the air gap, where the distributed
winding structure of 12 poles-72 slots (1-to-6-slotcombination) and the concentrated winding structure of 12
poles-18 slots (2-to-3-slot-combination) are compared. Figure
4(b) shows harmonic contents of the magnetic flux density,
which is analyzed by Fourier series and a developed formula
of Fourier series of Fig. 4(a). As can be seen in Fig. 4, the
magnetic flux waveform of the distributed winding structure is
basically sinusoidal, except for the slot harmonics. However,
the waveform of the concentrated winding structure is

by the effect of auxiliary poles compared with the benchmark
model presented in [15]-[17]. The electromagnet torque
caused by the space harmonics and the reluctance torque
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distorted by the second-order harmonic component. The
second-order harmonic component is caused because every
phase winding is wound separately on an individual tooth
without superposition on the other phase windings.
B. Mathematical Model on dq Reference Frame
The motor with the 2-to-3-slot-combination has a d-axis
inductance composed with a constant part and a periodical
third time harmonics part caused by the rotation. Therefore,
the d-axis rotor self-inductance Lrd and the q-axis rotor selfinductance Lrq can be given by

Lrd (ωt ) = Lrd 0 + Lrda cos 3ωt , and

(1)

π⎞
⎛
Lrq (ωt ) = Lrq 0 + Lrqa cos ⎜ 3ωt − ⎟ ,
6⎠
⎝

(2)

(a) Magnetic flux density waveforms along air gap.

where Lrd0 and Lrq0 are the constant parts, and Lrda and Lrqa are
the amplitudes of the periodical variations [19]. ω is an
electrical synchronous angular velocity. The mathematical
model of the proposed motor can be expressed as the
following voltage equation:
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where Pp is the pole-pair number. As expressed in the above
expression, the output torque is composed of the two terms,
i.e., the reluctance torque and the electromagnet toque. Since
the field current generating the electromagnet torque is
proportional to ω, the benchmark model which is suggested in
cannot deliver the sufficient torque in the low-speed range
[15]-[17]. However, the proposed model can solve that
problem by improving the coupling coefficient between the
stator and the rotor, i.e., mutual inductance, which can be seen
in the second term of Eq. (4).

0 ⎤ ⎡isd ⎤
pM q ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢isq ⎥⎥
0 ⎥ ⎢ird ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥
pLrq ⎦⎥ ⎣⎢irq ⎦⎥

0
pLsq
0
pM q

(

(b) Harmonic contents of magnetic flux density.
Fig. 4. Magnetic flux density along air gap under no-load.

0 ⎤ ⎡isd ⎤
M q ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢isq ⎥⎥
p
0 ⎥ ⎢ird ⎥ ,
⎥ ⎢ ⎥
Lrq ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣irq ⎥⎦

)

C. Electromagnetic Field Analysis
The effectiveness of setting the auxiliary pole, i.e., I-pole,
on the q-axis and the driving performance can be explicated
below by the FEM analysis results with a software JMAGDesigner ver. 13. Figure 5 shows magnetic flux vectors and
flux lines of the third time harmonics on the dq reference
frame simulated by the magnetic field analysis. As shown in
the figure, the third time harmonic magnetic flux mainly flows
through a space between the rotor salient poles, whose
direction corresponds to the q-axis, and leaks to the salient
poles on the d-axis. Therefore, the third time harmonic power
can be efficiently retrieved by placing the auxiliary poles on
the q-axis as shown in Fig. 5 (b). Since the model without the
auxiliary poles has both of the induction coil and the
excitation coil on the same salient pole, which corresponds to
the d-axis, it is rather difficult to retrieve the third time
harmonic power efficiently. The wide rotor tooth is required
to prevent the magnetic saturation because the salient pole
wound by the E-pole winding is magnetized by the field

(3)
where vsd, vsq, isd and isq are the armature voltages and currents,
vrd, vrq, ird and irq are the d-axis and q-axis rotor winding
voltages and currents, Rs and Rr are the armature winding and
rotor winding resistances, Md and Mq are the d-axis and q-axis
mutual inductances, and p denotes a differential operator,
respectively [19].
The output torque of the proposed motor is obtained by the
vector product between the armature current and the magnetic
flux, which is associated with the fourth term in Eq. (3):

[

T = Pp i sd

i sq

]

0
⎡
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(
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+ Pp {(M d − M q ) i sd i sq − (M q + Lrq ) i sd irq + (M d + Lrd ) i rd i sq }

= Pp Lsd − L sq i sd i sq

)

,
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(a) Benchmark model (without auxiliary poles on q-axis).

(a) Torque waveforms for 1000 r/min.

(b) Proposed model (with auxiliary poles on q-axis).
Fig. 5. Third time harmonic vector and flux lines.

current. However, widening the tooth of the salient pole
affects the organization of shorting magnetic path of the third
space harmonics as shown in Fig. 5 (a). The model with the
auxiliary poles shown in Fig 5 (b), however, has the induction
coil and the excitation coil separately on the q-axis and the daxis, respectively, which results in effective retrieval of the
third time harmonic power. As shown in Fig. 5 (b), it is
confirmed the third time harmonic magnetic flux is orthogonal
to the I-pole. Figure 6 shows the torque characteristics of the
proposed motor, the benchmark model, and the concentrated
winding IPMSM (magnet material: Br=1.22 T, BHmax=286
kJ/m3 at 300K) shown in Fig. 7, for 1000 r/min by the
maximum armature magnetomotive force 1686 ArmsT under
MTPA control calculated by the magnetic field analysis. As
shown in Fig. 6, the torque density at 1000 r/min of the
proposed motor is 15.4 % lower than that of the IPMSM
model, while the proposed motor surpasses the IPMSM at
2000 r/min. On the other hand, the torque density of the
benchmark model is 14.2 % lower at 2000 r/min. It can be
confirmed that the additional torque generated by the selfexcitation using the space harmonic power is significant to
satisfy the comparable level of the total output torque as the
IPMSM. Furthermore, the advantages of the auxiliary poles
are studied, focusing on the torque ripple characteristics.
Figure 8 shows a process of the rotor magnetization, which is
generated by self-excitation, in the transient state. The
electromagnetomotive force in the circumferential direction
can be observed in the rotor salient poles after the rotor
magnetization is completely formed. However, the low torque
density in the extremely low-speed range is difficult to avoid
because the amplitude of induced voltage in the rotor windings
is based on Faraday's law. Around zero r/min, torque density

(b) Adjustable speed drive characteristics.
Fig. 6. Torque waveforms with respect to rotation speed.

Fig. 7. Cross section of concentrated winding IPMSM.

(a) Before rotor magnetization.

(b) After rotor magnetization.

Fig. 8. Magnetic flux density and flux lines for 1000 r/min.
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(a) Wound-field rotor.

(b) Full-bridge rectifier.

Fig. 9. Mechanical configuration of prototype.

(c) Auxiliary poles.

(d) Concentrated winding stator.

Fig. 11. Prototype machine.

(a) Laminated rotor and stator cores.

(b) Segmented auxiliary pole.
Fig. 10. Motor cores of prototype.
(a) 500 r/min under 414 ArmsT.

becomes low, although the high torque density is demanded
for the automotive operation particular, e.g., bump ride-over.
IV. PROTOTYPE MACHINE
Figure 9 illustrates a three-dimensional component
exploded views of the prototype. Both I-pole and E-pole
windings are connected with a printed wire board on the rotor
ends as shown in Fig. 9, and the diodes are fixed on the board.
Figure 10 shows motor cores of the actual prototype machine.
The I-poles, i.e., auxiliary poles, are inserted in the rotor slots
with wedge-formed beams, and are held from an axial
direction using a rotor winding cover. Figure 11 shows the
prototype machine with a proposed self-excited wound-field
rotor, a full-bridge rectifier mounted on the rotor windings and
a concentrated winding stator. The wound-field rotor is
mechanically reinforced by racing and a resin mold process to
prevent destruction by the centrifugal force caused by a highspeed rotation.

(b) 2000 r/min under 414 ArmsT.
Fig. 12. Stator and rotor current waveforms.
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(a) Under 210 ArmsT.

Fig. 14. Max torque with respect to magnetomotive force of stator.

V. EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULTS
The rotor induced current in the diode forward direction
and the reverse direction for one pole pair is measured with a
slip ring to demonstrate the self-excitation by the third space
harmonic. Figure 12 shows the stator armature current (Uphase) and rotor current waveforms (induced and field
current) for 500 r/min under 414 ArmsT and 2000 r/min under
414 ArmsT of the stator armature magnetomotive force. The
inverter carrier frequency is set at 10 kHz. In the experimental
test, the load test of the motor is limited in the low speed range.
By referring to rotor current waveforms in Fig. 12, the induced
current flows forward and reverse at time intervals. Thus, it
can be easily confirmed that the third time harmonic on the
rotating reference frame (the second space harmonic on static
coordinates) links to rotor windings and the electromagnet
poles can be obtained by field current generated with fullbridge rectifier as shown in Fig. 3. The adjustable speed drive
characteristics with respect to current phase under armature
magnetomotive force 210 ArmsT, 414 ArmsT and 620 ArmsT,
which is shown in Fig. 13, of proposed diode-rectifier magnetfree motor is investigated by controlling speed at a bench, and
controlling torque with inverter. Figure 14 shows max torque
(MTPA control point) with respect to magnetomotive force.
As shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, it can be confirmed that the
additional torque by the E-coils greatly contributes to increase
the total output torque with respect to rotation speed increase.
The proposed motor is able to use the electromagnet torque in
addition to conventional torque, i.e., a magnet torque and a
reluctance torque. When the fundamental frequency is higher,
the total torque shows a characteristic to increase because the
time rate of change of the magnet flux linked to rotor winding
is increase Thus, the induced voltage to a rotor windings by
Faraday's law, as a results, induced current increase, and
electromagnet torque increase.

(b) Under 414 ArmsT.

(c) Under 620 ArmsT.
Fig. 13. Adjustable speed drive characteristics.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a rare-earth-free synchronous
motor where space harmonic power is utilized for field
magnetization instead of permanent magnets. The effect of
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the auxiliary poles placed on the q-axis has analytically
discussed. In addition, it has been presented that the torque
density comparable with the conventional IPMSM can be
achieved by the proposed rare-earth-free technique through the
FEM based computer simulations. Furthermore, verification
of the self-excitation principle generated by the space
harmonics power has been demonstrated through the
experimental test results. The future work of this study is to
clarify the effects of the auxiliary poles and to reveal the
efficiency of the proposed motor. On the other hand, the
proposed motor has disadvantages due to the low torque
density in the extremely low speed range. The authors have
already suggested the effective solution in the computer
simulation[18]. The idea of flux-intensifying control with
time harmonic injection using pulse current command during
effective periods will be experimentally verified. It is also
important to develop the more accurate mathematical model
since estimation of the induced current and the field current of
the rotor windings is significantly important for the proposed
motor.
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